CLASS- 3A AND 3B
SUBJECT- SCIENCE
CHAPTER 1- LIVING AND NON-LIVING THINGS

LEARN AND WRITE THEM IN YOUR ROUGH COPY
(Work will be corrected once classes begin.)
Q1-FILL IN THE BLANKS
1-Living things need food to remain alive and grow.
2-All living things live up to a certain age called lifespan.
3-Most plants do not move from one place to another as they are fixed in the soil.
4-Human beings move around using their legs.
5-Birds and insects fly using their wings.
6-Fish swim using their fins.
7-Plants do not have sense organs but feel the changes around them.
8- The young ones of animals and birds that reproduce by laying eggs are called
hatchlings.

Q2-NAME THE FOLLOWING.
1)Two animals that have a good sense of hearing—Tigers and dogs.
2)Two birds that have a good eyesight and can see their prey from afar—Falcons
and hawks.
3) Two animals that reproduce by laying eggs—Frogs and snakes.
4)Two birds that reproduce by laying eggs—Parrots and ducks.
5)Two animals that give birth to their babies—Lions and human beings.

6)Two plants that reproduce through seeds—Mangoes and apples.
7)Two plants that reproduce through their roots, stems and leaves—Carrots and
money plant
Q3-ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS
1)List four differences between living and nonliving things.
Ans -The differences between living and nonliving things area) Living things breathe but nonliving things do not breathe.
b) Living things grow but nonliving things do not grow.
c) Living things need food but nonliving things do not need food.
d) Living things feel changes around them but nonliving things do not feel changes
around them.
2) How do plants take in air?
Ans-Plants take in air through tiny openings, called stomata, present on the
underside of their leaves.
3) Why do animals move from one place to another?
Ans-Animals move on their own, from one place to another in search of food,
water and shelter.
4) What are sense organs? Name them.
Ans- Organs that help living things to feel changes around them are called sense
organs. Five sense organs are eyes to see, ears to hear, nose to smell, tongue to
taste and skin to touch.

